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MASSIVELY PARALLEL PROCESSOR
N87- 29134
The Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) was delivered to NASA Goddard
in May 1983, by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation following four years of
development. MPP is the product of a research and technology program
designed to evaluate the application of a computer architecture
containing thousands of processing elements (PE's), all operating
concurrently, to the computational requirements of the sensors of the
next decade.
Major applications of the MPP are in the area of image processing
(where operands are often small integers) from very high spatial
resolution passive image sensors, signal processing of RADAR data, and
numerical modeling simulations of climate.
At the heart of the MPP is a custom integrated circuit chip containing
8 PE's. 2112 of these chips have been combined with commercial memory
and control chips to pack into i8 square feet of floor SpdCe the
capability to perform 400 million floating point operations per second
and 6 billion fixed point operations per second. The system can be
programmed in assembly language or a high level language, Parallel
Pascal, which is an extension of standard Pascal. Research is
underway to develop techniques and progran_ing tools to better expose
the power of the massive parallelism.
Because the MPP is a one-of-a-kind system and is not a commercial
product supported by the field engineering wing of the manufacturer's
organization, NASA has assumed responsibility for providing all spare
printed circuit boards, spare component parts, diagnostic software,
and an on-site maintenance engineer. Spares exist for only 11% of the
printed circuit board assemblies so hardware failures must often be
traced to the failed component while users wait. This situation has
proved workable, though ocassionally tenuous when several failures
occur close together in time.
The MPP is being developed as a national resource around which will
grow a diverse community of science and applications users requiring
its unique parallel processing capabilities. Their work will help
determine the practical computational limits of the MPP's parallel
architecture. A Space Science and Applications Notice (AN) titled
"Computational Investigations Utilizing the Massively Parallel
Processor" was issued in December 1984. It announced an ongoing
opportunity to carry out computational investigations exploiting the
unique characteristics of the MPP. Despite the fact that no funding
was offered, forty proposals were received. Their topics were spread
almost evenly across the categories of signal and image processing,
earth sciences, physics, and computer science. Those investigators
whose proposals are accepted will form the first MPP working group.
Their experiences and recommendations will play a large factor in
motivating future enhancements to the current system and in justifying
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